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Summary 

 
 

 
 
 

This Report concludes that the Cornwall Minerals Safeguarding Development Plan 
Document (the Plan) provides an appropriate basis for the safeguarding of mineral 

resources and infrastructure within the County of Cornwall, provided that a number 
of Main Modifications (MMs) are made to it.  Cornwall Council has specifically 
requested me to recommend any MMs necessary to enable the Plan to be adopted. 

 
All the MMs were proposed by the Council, and were subject to sustainability 

appraisal and public consultation over a six-week period.  I have recommended 
their inclusion in the Plan after considering all the representations made in 

response to that consultation.  In some cases I have amended their detailed 
wording, where necessary.   
 

The MMs are summarised as follows: 
 

 a clear commitment to review the Plan if it becomes apparent that additional 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) are necessary (MM9); 

 clarification that there is no presumption against non-mineral development 

within MSAs (MMs 2 and 10); 
 clarification that the designation of Mineral Consultation Areas, in addition to 

MSAs, is not necessary in Cornwall, as a unitary authority (MM11); 
 amendments to the wording of Safeguarding Policy MS1 and its supporting 

text for clarity and consistency with national policy  

(MMs 2, 10 and 12 to 16); 
 clarification of the need for the MSA to South Crofty Mine to include the New 

Tolgus shaft as part of MSA ref M18 (MM4); 
 an additional MSA to Falmouth Wharf (I38) and addition of buffer zones 

within MSAs to mineral infrastructure facilities where necessary to address 

potential planning conflict between mineral and non-mineral development 
(MMs 7-8);   

 recognition of the international importance of Cornish china clay (MM3); 
 various updates and amendments to MSAs, to include safeguarding to shafts 

and adits in accordance with the adopted Cornwall Local Plan Strategic 

Policies.  
  (MMs 6,17, 19 to 26, 28 to29 and 32 to 33).  
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Introduction 

Scope of the Examination and Report 

1. This Report contains my assessment of the Cornwall Minerals Safeguarding 

Development Plan Document (CMSDPD) in terms of Section 20(5) of the 
Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended).  It considers first 
whether the preparation of the Plan has complied with the Duty to Co-operate 

(DtC).  It then considers whether the Plan is sound and whether it is compliant 
with all other legal requirements.   

2. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), at paragraph 182 makes clear 
that, in order to be sound, a Plan should be positively prepared, justified, 
effective and consistent with national policy.  As a non-strategic Development 

Plan Document (DPD), this Plan is also required to be consistent with the 
Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies 2010-2030 (LPSP), already adopted in 

November 2016, following public examination.  Key aspects of national and 
local adopted policy for the safeguarding of minerals are referenced and briefly 
summarised under the heading of Policy Background within the Assessment of 

Soundness below. 

3. The starting point for the Examination is the assumption that the Council, as 

Mineral Planning Authority (MPA), has submitted what it considers to be a 
sound plan.  The CMSDPD, submitted in October 2017 is the basis for my 
Examination.  It is the same document as was published for consultation in 

June 2017. 

4. The Submission Consultation Plan document of June 2017 is formulated by 

way of a significant number of track changes from a previous version which 
was subject to Pre-Submission consultation in November-December 2016.  
However, in a forenote on ‘How to Comment’, the Submission Plan document 

itself makes clear that only comments made during the June 2017 consultation 
have a statutory right to be considered by the Inspector.  Accordingly, as I 

made clear throughout the Examination, I ignore deletions in the Plan 
document and examine the Plan strictly in its form as submitted under the 

Regulations.  This includes underlined additions.  I am satisfied that this 
approach ensures fair consideration of all relevant concerns regarding the legal 
compliance and soundness of the submitted Plan. 

5. The Council accepted exceptionally, and placed before the Examination, two 
late representations (L001-2) [CD.7&9], as these were received prior to the 

formal submission of the Plan.  These representations are taken into account 
alongside all those duly made. 

6. MMs are only recommended where necessary to ensure that the Plan is sound 

upon adoption.  Therefore, where Representors have proposed additional 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) for specific sites not listed in the Plan, I 

have considered these concerns with respect to the rationale for the selection 
of sites for safeguarding.   

7. Certain current or prospective developments (in particular the re-opening of 

Dean Quarry) were of understandable concern to some Representors.  Such 
matters are for separate consideration by the Council in connection with 

development management or the determination of individual planning 
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applications.  They do not relate directly to the question of mineral 

safeguarding, to which the scope of the Examination and this Report is strictly 
limited.  However, in this Report, all issues of planning constraint are 
considered where they are relevant to whether a particular mineral resource 

justifies safeguarding in terms of national policy. 

New Evidence during the Examination 

8. Following discussion at the Hearing on 10 January 2018, I issued a Post-
Hearing Note [INSP.M6] advising the Council to undertake further work, in 
conjunction with mineral industry stakeholders, to establish whether and to 

what extent MSAs for minerals infrastructure sites should be subject to buffer 
zones, depending on the likely planning impacts of the operation of the 

facilities concerned upon potential non-mineral development in their vicinity.  
The Note also indicated that an additional MSA was likely to be needed around 

Falmouth Wharf.  

9. In response, the Council consulted with minerals operators and amended their 
evidence base documents to include a MSA for Falmouth Wharf and buffer 

zones within amended MSAs for some of the infrastructure facilities already 
safeguarded by the submitted Plan.  This resulted in proposed changes which 

are discussed in this Report.     

Main Modifications 

10. In accordance with section 20(7C) of the 2004 Act the Council requested that I 

should recommend any Main Modifications [MMs] necessary to rectify matters 
that make the Plan unsound or legally non-compliant and thus incapable of 

being adopted.  My Report explains why the recommended MMs, all of which 
were suggested by the Council in response to issues raised in the Examination, 
are necessary.  The MMs are referenced in bold text and are set out in full in 

the Appendix.  Some of the changes published for consultation related to 
minor corrections to presentation or terminology or to evidence documents 

and are not included in the Appendix.  

11. The Council prepared a Schedule of Main Modifications [CC.M3.SMC] and 
undertook a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) upon them [CD.3.SMC].  The 

Schedule of MMs was subject to public consultation for six weeks from 20 April 
to 1 June 2018.  I have taken account of the consultation responses, where 

relevant to the MMs and to soundness, in coming to my conclusions in this 
Report and made some minor corrections to the detailed wording of the MMs.  
None of these amendments significantly alters the content of the MMs, as 

published for consultation, or undermines the participatory processes and SA 
that has been undertaken.   

Policies Map   

12. The Council must maintain an adopted Policies Map which illustrates 
geographically the application of the policies in the adopted development 

plan.  When submitting a local plan for examination, the Council is required to 
provide a Submission Policies Map showing the changes to the adopted 

Policies Map that would result from the proposals in the submitted Plan.  In 
this case, the Submission Policies Map comprises the Inset Maps bound within 
the Plan document illustrating the extent of the designated MSAs. 
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13. The Policies Map is not defined in statute as a development plan document 

and so I do not have the power to recommend MMs to it.  However, a number 
of the published MMs to the policies of the Plan require further corresponding 
changes to be made to the Inset Maps.  These further changes were published 

for consultation alongside the MMs [CD1.SMC].   

14. When the Plan is adopted, in order to comply with the legislation and give 

effect to the policies of the Plan, the Council will need to update the adopted 
Policies Map to include all the changes proposed, together with any other 
minor modifications published alongside the MMs. 

Consultation 

15. It was suggested in representations that the Council had failed to notify 

certain stakeholders of the publication of the Plan for consultation.  In one 
particular case, this was despite prior dialogue with the Representor 

concerned, who made a late representation as a result.  However, this, and 
one other late representation, were accepted by the Council, as noted above, 
and considered alongside all representations duly made, including orally at the 

Hearing. 

16. Further criticism was levelled at the additional work undertaken by the Council 

during the Examination with respect to buffer zones to MSAs to minerals 
infrastructure and the proposed changes which resulted from it.  Coupled with 
the fact that only one non-mineral operator was represented at the Hearing, it 

was alleged that the preparation and proposed modification of the Plan, and 
even the Examination itself, were biased in favour of the interests of the 

minerals industry.   

17. I consider such criticism to be unfounded.  All interested parties had proper 
opportunities to respond to the Plan before submission, as well as to the MMs 

on publication, and the weight accorded to evidence to the Examination relates 
to its quality and not to the number of Representors expressing a particular 

view.  All points of view are taken into the balance as part of the following 
assessments.    

18. There is nothing to suggest that the Council has, at any time, departed from 

its Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) in the preparation of the Plan.  
Moreover, notwithstanding any actual or perceived inconvenience or any 

outstanding administrative issue between Representors and the Council, the 
acceptance of the late representations, the Examination itself and the further 
consultation upon the proposed MMs have ensured a fair hearing on all 

matters of legal compliance and soundness.  

Assessment of Compliance with the Duty to Co-operate  

Legal Duty 

19. Section 20(5)(c) of the 2004 Act requires that I consider whether the Council  

has complied with any duty imposed by section 33A of the 2004 Act in 
relation to the preparation of the Plan.  In order to maximise the effectiveness 
of Plan preparation, Section 33A requires constructive, active and on-going 

engagement with local authorities and other prescribed bodies with respect to 
strategic matters affecting more than one planning area.  Those bodies are 
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prescribed by Article 4 of the Regulations.  Relevant strategic issues are set 

down in the NPPF at paragraphs 156 and 178.  It is necessary for the Council 
to demonstrate that the Plan, on submission, is compliant with the DtC.   

Engagement and Co-operation 

 
20. The Council submitted evidence in connection with the DtC by way of a Duty 

to Co-operate Statement [E.12].  This demonstrates that, throughout the 
preparation of the Plan, the Council engaged with an appropriate range of 
stakeholders, including the South West Aggregates Working Party, as well as 

all the statutorily prescribed bodies, as applicable.  These included 
neighbouring local authorities, in particular the MPAs of Devon, Plymouth and 

the Isles of Scilly, producing a Cornwall Minerals Cross-Boundary Report, 
which identified strategic cross-boundary issues relating to potential 

development and safeguarding of a range of mineral resources.  

21. It is evident, and established via the preparation and examination of the 
adopted LPSP, that Cornwall enjoys a crushed rock aggregate landbank many 

times greater than the minimum ten year requirement of national policy.   

22. Cornish sources of natural sand and gravel are limited and this has led to 

memoranda of understanding with Devon and also Somerset County Councils, 
acknowledging that Cornwall is unlikely to contribute to the regional supply of 
such aggregates.  

23. The importance of safeguarding sources of building stone for export to 
neighbouring counties is recognised.   

24. China clay is in plentiful supply and is of international importance, such that it 
is also recognised that Cornish points of export of clay should be safeguarded.  

25. Equally, notwithstanding the cessation of metalliferous mining in Cornwall 

during the 1990s, its deposits of tin and tungsten remain of national and 
international value and require safeguarding. 

26. Overall, on the basis of this essentially unchallenged evidence, I am satisfied 
that the outcomes of this co-operation have been taken fully into account and 
that the Council has engaged constructively, actively and in an on-going basis 

with all prescribed bodies on strategic cross-boundary issues in the 
preparation of the Plan.   

27. I therefore conclude that the DtC has been met. 

Assessment of Soundness 

Main Matters and Issues 

28. Taking account of all the representations, the written evidence and the 
discussions that took place at the Examination Hearing, I have identified four 

main matters, or groups of issues, upon which the soundness of the Plan 
depends.  My Report deals with the main issues of soundness, rather than 

responding to every point raised by Representors.  The matters and issues 
considered in this Report do not necessarily follow the order of those discussed 
during the Hearing. 
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Matter 1 – General Considerations 

Are the content, approach, terminology and coverage of the Plan 
consistent with national policy? 

Mineral Consultation Areas (MCAs) 

29. In the absence of designated MCAs within the unitary County boundary, the 
question arises whether the Plan makes it sufficiently clear that the Council, as 

MPA, will be formally consulted on all planning applications within MSAs. 

30. The NPPF states that the Council should define MCAs, based on the MSAs, 
where a local planning authority should consult the MPA on proposals for non-

mineral development.  The BGS Good Practice Advice on Mineral Safeguarding 
in England of 2011 [OD.11] refers to the designation and use of MCAs within 

two-tier authorities but contemplates a simpler reliance upon MSAs for 
consultation purposes within the boundaries of unitary Councils such as 

Cornwall. 

31. Accordingly, the Council rightly maintains that, for the Plan to be consistent 
with national policy, it is not necessary for it to designate MCAs because 

consultation with the MPA upon non-mineral planning applications is an 
internal process.  However, MM11 to paragraph 79 of the Plan text provides 

clarification of this matter, and is necessary for the Plan to be effective.     

Selection of Mineral Resources for Safeguarding 

32. Mineral resources and infrastructure are identified for safeguarding by the 

Mineral Resource Assessment (MRA) [E.1] and supporting Mineral Studies and 
Site Profiles [E.2-8].  The MRA utilises a three-level ‘traffic light’ scoring 

system over a range of criteria including viability of extraction.  The overall 
approach of the MRA is consistent with BGS recommendations, as 
acknowledged best practice. 

33. The rationale adopted by the MRA is open to question in terms of the evidence 
of the current level of use of specific sites and whether buffer zones should be 

applied to mineral infrastructure sites.  These issues are discussed below and 
in relation to specific MSAs under Matter 4, including with respect to Falmouth 
Wharf, in particular.     

34. It is nevertheless understandable that a significant number of local 
Representors question the soundness of the Plan on grounds that the 

designation of MSAs does not expressly take account of important planning 
constraints, in particular Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and 
Marine Conservation Zones (MCZs).  However, it is important to understand 

that this Plan is merely one component part of the statutory development 
plan, which now includes the adopted LPSP.  The LPSP was examined 

comparatively recently and found to be sound with certain MMs, which were 
incorporated on adoption.  The LPSP includes provisions, consistent with 
national advice, to protect the environment of such designated areas.  It is 

fundamental that the development plan is read and applied as a whole. The 
designation of a MSA does not imply that working the mineral would 

necessarily be acceptable on an overall balance of planning judgement in any 
particular case.  Accordingly, no modification is necessary to the CMSDPD to 
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ensure the protection of particular environmental assets and, in this respect, 

this Plan is sound as submitted.   

Designation of Additional Mineral Resources, Mine Shafts and Adits for 
Safeguarding 

 
35. There is widespread concern among mineral operators that the Plan provides 

no effective mechanism for the future designation of additional MSAs 
according to need and fails to acknowledge the international importance of 
certain minerals.  It is evident that new mineral resources, including those of 

national or international importance, can become viable during the life of a 
safeguarding plan, including by way of extensions to existing quarries.  For 

example, it is evident that the price of tin is currently rising, such that known 
reserves at South Tolgus could become commercially winnable.  It is noted 

that, whilst non-mineral development should not be impeded, there can be 
implications for compensation to mineral owners. 

36. However, there is no question that this Plan has been prepared on the best 

available evidence (save in specific instances discussed below).  It would not 
be appropriate for the Plan to incorporate open-ended provisions for 

designating new MSAs on a rolling basis without due public consultation in 
accordance with Regulations governing plan preparation.  Moreover, matters 
of compensation are clearly outside the remit of the Plan.     

37. The Plan, as submitted, does indicate, at paragraph 76, that the Council does 
not rule out the possibility of safeguarding further sites in the future if clear 

evidence of substantial resources capable of being worked is identified.  This 
statement alone fails to provide the level of certainty to be expected of a 
development plan.  However, it does acknowledge the potential for additional 

resources of reserves to come forward if prospecting and extraction techniques 
improve.  The Plan is required to be reviewed in five years in any event but, 

meanwhile, to provide sufficient clarity and effectiveness, MM9 is appropriate 
and necessary to the soundness of the Plan in this respect.  This adds to 
paragraph 76 a clear commitment to review the Plan if, during its life, it 

becomes apparent that additional MSAs are necessary.  Beyond that addition, 
no further modification is justified in relation to future MSAs, within the 

defined remit of the Plan. 

38. The Council also proposes a small but important change to paragraph 18 of 
the Plan text to recognise the international importance of some Cornish 

minerals, particularly china clay.  This is achieved by MM3 and is necessary 
for accuracy and effectiveness. 

39. The Plan does not safeguard potential sources of lithium, uranium, rare earths 
or geothermal energy, or mineral residues within mine refuse tips.  Whilst the 
Plan, at paragraphs 51 and 56, expressly recognises the presence of lithium 

within Cornish granite, the MRA, undertaken in line with BGS 
recommendations, provides no evidence of any workable sources of those 

non-renewable minerals to warrant their safeguarding.  Furthermore, although 
geothermal energy is available within the County, this does not constitute a 
non-renewable resource warranting safeguarding in the same manner as finite 

mineral deposits.   
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40. Given MM9, referenced above, requiring the Plan to be reviewed if additional 

MSAs become necessary, no further modification is necessary in relation to 
these currently non-viable mineral resources.     

Designation of MSAs to Mineral Infrastructure Facilities to include Buffer Zones 

41. The BGS guidance makes a distinction between the safeguarding of fixed 
mineral deposits and the safeguarding of mineral infrastructure facilities.  For 

mineral deposits, buffer distances are recommended for inclusion within 
defined MSAs to provide a basis for the assessment of potential planning 
conflict between the mineral extraction and non-mineral development in close 

proximity.  For mineral infrastructure facilities, which are not necessarily 
located close to the mineral resource, buffer zones are not recommended.  

However, neither are they excluded.   

42. On the evidence to this Examination, facilities such as fixed wharves or 

railheads can produce impacts due to causes such as noise, dust or 
commercial road traffic.  These could equally give rise to planning conflict with 
nearby non-mineral development.  For this reason, the Council was requested, 

following the Hearing, to undertake further work, in conjunction with mineral 
industry stakeholders, to ascertain the likely planning impacts of mineral 

infrastructure facilities on the immediately surrounding area.  This was to 
determine whether and to what extent distance buffers needed to be 
incorporated within MSAs to mineral infrastructure sites.  It was also 

intimated, at that stage, that a new MSA to Falmouth Wharf was likely to be 
necessary for the Plan to be sound.   

43. This approach is justified on the individual merits of this Plan, in the context of 
the mineral industry in Cornwall, notwithstanding some variation in approach 
between Cornwall and other Counties, including Devon and Somerset.  

However, there is reportedly also variation, county by county, in the nature, 
type and amount of mineral infrastructure which needs to be safeguarded.  

44. As a result of the additional work undertaken, the Council updated its Mineral 
Site Profiles for Infrastructure [E.2.SMC.h] and proposes one additional MSA 
for Falmouth Wharf (I38), as well as revisions to others to incorporate buffer 

zones.  These detailed changes are discussed and explained below in 
connection with Matter 4.  The approach to the inclusion of buffer distances 

within MSAs to infrastructure is established by MM7 to text paragraph 75 and 
MM8 to Table 1.  

Conclusion on Matter 1 

 
45. Subject to the Main Modifications detailed above, the approach, terminology 

and coverage of the Plan are consistent with national policy. 
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Matter 2 – Policy MS1 

Does the sole criterion-based Policy MS1, together with the supporting 
text and Appendix 2 to the Plan, make clear provision for the safeguarding 
of minerals and mineral infrastructure in the County, consistent with 

national and local policy? 

46. At paragraphs 3 and 78, the Plan carries forward the principle that the 

designation of MSAs carries ‘no veto’ on other forms of development within 
them.  This terminology does not reflect the wording of national advice, in 
terms that mineral resources should not needlessly be sterilised by non-

mineral development, whilst not creating a presumption that resources defined 
will be worked.  As a result, the Plan is unclear on this point.  The Council 

proposes MMs 2 and 10, respectively to paragraphs 3 and 78, to resolve this 
uncertainty by making clear that there is no presumption in favour of mineral 

development or that non-mineral development is precluded within MSAs.  
These changes are necessary to the clarity and effectiveness of the Plan and to 
its consistency with national policy. 

47. The question arises as to whether Criterion b of Policy MS1 places an undue 
onus upon intending non-mineral developers to demonstrate that a mineral 

resource is not of economic or heritage value as a prerequisite of permission 
for non-mineral development within a MSA, and whether any such evaluation 
should expressly be required to include a viability assessment.  It is not 

unreasonable for prospective developers to provide such evidence and the 
terms of Criterion b are clear as to the nature of this requirement.  The 

potential viability of winning the mineral is an appropriate criterion for 
safeguarding, subject to review of the Plan if further viable resources are 
identified in the future.  No modification to Criterion b is necessary.    

48. However, for clarity and effectiveness, it is necessary to modify Criterion d 
together with the supporting text to Policy MS1.  As submitted, Criterion d 

itself requires no detrimental effect on a safeguarded mineral resource.  This 
requires qualification to facilitate the appropriate balance of planning 
judgement in terms of unacceptable detriment, in accordance with national 

policy.  MM14 properly achieves this.  It is further necessary to amend text 
paragraph 80, by MM12, to specify the type of technical assessments of 

environmental effects potentially to be required for compliance with Policy 
MS1d. 

49. Criterion e of Policy MS1, as submitted, states that there must be a strategic 

need to justify non-mineral development within a MSA.  To comply with 
national policy, this requires clarification in terms that such need must 

outweigh the need to safeguard the mineral.  This change is implemented by 
MM15. 

50. Thus modified, Policy MS1 sufficiently protects safeguarded minerals and 

infrastructure from non-mineral development.  The protection of non-mineral 
development from the effects of mineral operations is for other provisions of 

the development plan.  When the development plan is read properly as whole, 
it is not necessary for Policy MS1 expressly to provide for allowing non-mineral 
development, where it is demonstrated that future mineral extraction would be 

environmentally unacceptable. 
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51. However, Criterion f of Policy MS1 cross-refers to Appendix 2 to the Plan, 

listing specified exemptions to Policy MS1, including such as small house 
extensions.  These exemptions are appropriate.  However, for clarity and 
effectiveness, it is necessary for the exemptions to be set out in the text 

supporting Policy MS1.  This is achieved by MM13 to text paragraph 83 and 
MM16 to Policy MS1.   

Conclusion on Matter 2 
 
52. Subject to the Main Modifications detailed above, Policy MS1, with its 

supporting text, makes clear provision for the safeguarding of minerals and 
mineral infrastructure in the County, consistent with national and local policy. 

 
 

Matter 3 – Safeguarding Specific Minerals 
Does the Plan designate appropriate safeguarding areas for certain 
mineral reserves occurring in the County? 

 
Aggregates 

 
Dean Quarry 

53. The controversial prospect of Dean Quarry reopening to provide rock armour 

for marine construction gave rise to several representations that were beyond 
the scope of the Examination for reasons set out in the Introduction above.  

Relevant to consideration of the soundness of this Plan is the further 
contention that Dean Quarry (A8) is unsuitable for safeguarding, owing to its 
situation within an AONB and adjacent to a MCZ.  This matter is addressed in 

connection with the selection of mineral reserves for safeguarding under 
Matter 1 above.  For the reasons stated there, no modification is required to 

MSA A8 for Dean Quarry.   

Penlee Quarry 

54. Penlee Quarry (A15) has the potential for redevelopment for such as a marina.  

However, it is subject to current planning permission for mineral extraction 
and was found suitable for safeguarding by the MRA.  Moreover, as established 

above, non-mineral development is not precluded when considered on merit in 
relation to the development plan as a whole, provided the mineral reserve is 
not needlessly sterilised.  Consequently no modification is required to this Plan 

in this respect. 

High PSV Road Stone 

55. The Plan, whilst noting a high aggregate landbank, does not expressly 
acknowledge the importance of maintaining a steady supply of crushed rock 
aggregate of high Polished Stone Value (PSV) suitable for skid-resistant road 

surfacing.  However, there is no evidence to suggest that the Plan fails to 
safeguard sources of high PSV aggregates within the designated MSAs, or that 

any additional MSAs are necessary for this resource specifically.  No 
modification is necessary in this connection. 
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Building Stone 

Delabole Quarry 

56. The MSA to Delabole Quarry (BS13) extends over already-developed parts of 
the village, potentially posing a barrier to non-mineral development.  As 

discussed above under Matter 2, the Plan, as now recommended to be 
modified, makes clear that non-mineral development is not necessarily 

precluded within the MSA and is to be assessed with reference to the 
development plan as a whole.  No further change is necessary.   

Heritage Stone 

57. The Plan does not expressly recognise the importance to building conservation 
of heritage stone from certain quarries.  However, in practice, the Plan 

safeguards such resources, identified with the suffix ‘(H)’ in the schedule of 
MSAs at Appendix 1.  The approach of the Plan is clearly explained at 

paragraph 29, noting the emphasis on the conservation of old buildings, which 
depends upon locally sourced, sympathetic materials.  There is no evidence 
that the Plan fails to safeguard any workable reserves of building stone, 

including heritage stone.  No modification is necessary in this respect. 

China Clay 

58. It is suggested that the MSA to the China Clay reserves (CC1) should be 
varied to take account of existing and potential built development to the north. 
The MSA boundary has evidently been refined in accordance with current 

planning permissions for extraction to avoid unnecessarily extensive 
safeguarding.  For the same reasons as are set out above in relation to 

Delabole and Penlee Quarries, there is, in any event, no preclusion of non-
mineral development, judged on the basis of the whole development plan.  On 
current evidence, no modification to the China Clay MSA is warranted.     

Metals 

New Tolgus Shaft, South Crofty (M18) 

59. The New Tolgus shaft is a relatively small outlying section of the extensive 
South Crofty Mine MSA (M18), comprising essentially the standard 250 metre 
buffer zone around the shaft.  The buffer zone substantially overlaps allocation 

Ref CPIR-UE1of the emerging Cornwall Site Allocations DPD for a potential 
urban extension at Redruth.  This housing and employment development, 

favoured in principle in emerging policy, could be impeded. 

60. It is clearly necessary to balance the planning interests of potential non-
mineral development, allocated to provide needed housing and employment, 

against the desirability of safeguarding non-renewable mineral reserves.   

61. The New Tolgus shaft is evidently primarily required for ventilation but is 

nevertheless important to the viability of winning the tin ore deposits of South 
Crofty, in line with its extant permission.  Given that there is no preclusion of 
the non-mineral development of allocation CPIR-UE1, the 250 metre buffer 

safeguarding the shaft is justified and no modification to the MSA is required.  
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However, MM4 introduces appropriate explanation into text paragraph 57 

concerning this matter, and is necessary for effectiveness.   

Modifications to Certain MSAs 

62. The Council proposes additions to some MSAs to safeguard specific metal mine 

shafts and adits.  These additions are in accordance with Policy 18d of the 
adopted LPSP to safeguard metal-bearing reserves, including relevant shafts 

and adits, in accordance with national policy and BGS advice.  The sites 
concerned include Fowey Consols (M6), Mount Wellington (M10) and Wheal 
Vor Mine (M26).  The necessary amendments are brought about by MMs 19 

to 26 and MMs 28 to 29, all of which are necessary to the effectiveness and 
thus the overall soundness of the Plan.   MM17, related to Inset A11, is also 

necessary to update the planning status of Greystone Quarry. 

Conclusion on Matter 3 

63. Subject to the Main Modifications detailed above, the Plan designates 
appropriate safeguarding areas for mineral reserves occurring in the County. 

Matter 4 – Safeguarding Mineral Infrastructure Facilities 

Does the Plan designate appropriate safeguarding areas including 
adequate buffer zones around mineral infrastructure facilities? 

 
Par Docks (I26) 

64. It is appropriate to safeguard and rename the Par Docks MSA as the East Par 

China Clay Processing Infrastructure site, together with the adjacent dockside 
area, as the dockside is still operational in connection with mineral 

development.  That is notwithstanding potential non-mineral uses of the 
waterside, to be considered on overall planning merit.  The title of the MSA is 
appropriately renamed by MM33 and suitable explanation is provided by MM6 

to text paragraph 65.  The related Inset Map is modified to distinguish the 
processing works from the dockside area.  These changes are necessary for 

the Plan to be accurate and effective in safeguarding active mineral 
infrastructure.  

Falmouth Wharf (I38) 

65. It emerged during the Examination that Falmouth Wharf, as one of only two 
deep-water ports in Cornwall, handles substantial quantities of gravity 

boulders and other stone products per year, justifying safeguarding on the 
criteria applied by the Council in its own updated Minerals Site Profiles for 
Infrastructure.  That is despite potential alternative non-mineral uses.  The 

new MSA, accordingly introduced by the insertion into the Plan document of 
Inset I38, appropriately incorporates a 250m buffer against planning conflict 

with surrounding uses, including residential.  This additional MSA is for 
definition by way of the new Inset I38 of the Policies Map.  

Lostwithiel to Fowey Railway (I24)  

66. The non-operational sidings area to the Lostwithiel to Fowey Railway is deleted 
from MSA I24 by MM32 which relates to the modification of the associated 

Inset Map.  
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Other Mineral Infrastructure MSAs and Buffer Zones  

67. As explained above in connection with General Considerations under Matter 1, 
the Council proposes a range of modifications to the Infrastructure MSA Inset 
Maps to incorporate buffer zones.  This is consistent with the approach, 

confirmed in the modified text of the Plan and by the fresh assessment 
undertaken during the Examination.  None of these changes attracted 

substantive objection in the public consultation on the MMs and associated 
evidence and Policies Map alterations.  The MSAs modified in this way include 
Lucknow, Bodmin (I2), Wilson Way, Pool (I3) Old Quarry, Creegbrawse (I4), 

Point Mills Bissoe (I7), Chenowith Ruan High Lanes (I8), Hallaze Blockworks, 
Penwithick (I10), Fowey Docks (I16), Herdbury Quarry (I19), Jabez Concrete, 

Camelford (I21),Kessel Downs Concrete Batching Plant (I22), Leswidden 
Blockworks, St Just (I23), Moorswater, Liskeard (I25) and Western Blocks, 

Hayle (I33). 

Conclusion on Matter 4  

68. Subject to the Main Modifications detailed above, the Plan designates 

appropriate safeguarding areas, including adequate buffer zones around 
mineral infrastructure facilities. 

Assessment of Legal Compliance 

69. My examination of the legal compliance of the Plan is summarised below.  

70. The Plan has been prepared in accordance with the Local Development 

Scheme December 2017, as revised during the Examination [LP.10]. 

71. Consultation on the Plan and the MMs was carried out in compliance with the 

Statement of Community Involvement.  

72. Sustainability Appraisal has been carried out on the Plan as submitted and on 
the MMs and is adequate. 

73. The Habitats Regulations Assessment June 2017 [CD.4] concludes that the 
Plan is unlikely to have a significant effect, alone or in combination with any 

other plan or project, on any identified European protected site.  

74. The Plan, on adoption, will form part of the statutory development plan, 

alongside the adopted LPSP, which includes the objective, carried through its 
several policies to ensure that the development and use of land in Cornwall 
will contribute to the mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate change.  Thus, 

the development plan, properly taken as a whole to include the Minerals 
Safeguarding Plan, will continue to provide appropriately for the effects of 

climate change. 

75. The Plan complies with all relevant legal requirements, including the 2004 Act 
(as amended) and the 2012 Regulations.   
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Overall Conclusion and Recommendation 

76. The Plan has a number of deficiencies in respect of soundness for the reasons 
set out above, which mean that, in accordance with Section 20(7A) of the 

2004 Act, I cannot recommend it be adopted as submitted.  These deficiencies 
have been explored in the main matters and issues set out above. 

77. The Council has requested that I recommend Main Modifications to make the 

Plan sound and capable of adoption.  

78. I conclude that, with the recommended Main Modifications set out in the 

Appendix to this Report, the Cornwall Minerals Safeguarding Development 
Plan Document satisfies the requirements of Section 20(5) of the 2004 Act and 
meets the criteria for soundness in the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 

B J Sims 

Inspector 

 

This report is accompanied by an Appendix containing the recommended Main 
Modifications. 

 


